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Abstract: A re-entry path planning method in omitting areas for service robots is suggested based
on dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithms after the robot automatically avoids obstacles.
The complete coverage path planning is researched for cleaning service robots. Combined with
features of dynamic travelling salesmen problem (DTSP), a local operator is employed for the path
planning to enhance real-time dynamic properties of the Inver-Over algorithm. The method addresses
the path planning problem that a number of cells undergo dynamic changes over time under work
environment of cleaning robots. With simulations and experiments performed, it is discovered that the
average relative error is 2.2% between the re-entry path planning and the best path, which validates
the effectiveness and feasibility of the method.
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1. Introduction

As technologies advance and society develops, cleaning service robots have gradually become an
integral part of people’s everyday life [1]. Capable of moving and avoiding obstacles automatically,
these robots independently perform cleaning tasks without the need for human supervision.
Complete coverage path planning is significant to cleaning service robots. In addition, to facilitate
such planning, the robots are required to travel to all accessible points within an enclosed areas
under certain motion control strategies [2].

Over the past two decades, complete coverage path planning algorithms have attracted an
increasing attention from domestic and foreign scholars. Choset [3] proposed a classification of these
algorithms into “online” and “offline” algorithms. In [4–11], some feasible methods are presented,
such as cell decomposition, grid decomposition, spanning tree covering and random collision methods,
whereas these methods are only suited to uninhabited areas, as they give no consideration to dynamic
obstacles of environment. Under uncertain dynamic environments, there are a variety of intelligent
methods such as neural network method [12,13] and genetic algorithm [14,15]. Pham and Lam [16],
who integrated knowledge reasoning with breadth-first search, put forward a novel method to find
the optimal path for a cleaning robot under dynamic environment. Zhou et al. [17] came up with
a complete coverage path planning algorithm premised on rolling window and distance transform.
The cleaning robot detected the local dynamic environment and updated local maps with the assistance
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of a sensor. Subsequently, the coverage path was determined inside the rolling window by distance
transform. After the robot traversed workspace, some cells are omitted for avoidance of dynamic
obstacles. It is a necessity to traverse these cells over again. Qiu et al. [18] proposed a method that
works based on bio-inspired neural network and heuristic search. The robot is capable to traverse the
entire path to independently avoid obstacles. After the robot reached the terminal point, the area where
obstacles were encountered during motion was identified by the planning algorithm for a minimum
tangential path, so as to make a new path plan.

The cells omitted for autonomous obstacle avoidance under dynamic environment, and the related
solutions were not referred to in these papers [12–16], which couldn’t be overlooked for commercial
cleaning service robots. In [17], a robot performed global search and traversed within certain area.
In [18], a robot traversed in inverted order based on the information on omitting cells. In all these
studies, optimal traversal sequence of omitting cells failed to be taken into consideration for path
planning. In case that a cleaning robot operates under a complicated dynamic environment such
as shopping malls and office buildings, it is inevitable for many cells to be omitted. Under this
circumstance, unnecessary energy consumption will occur if simple traversal methods are employed.
It is conducive to significantly improving work efficiency for robots by planning the optimal route for
cells to traverse. Therefore, a re-entry path planning method for cleaning robots is suggested to find
out the optimal traversal sequence for omitting cells of cleaning robots.

DTSP means that the shortest path across all cities can be determined invariably despite constant
changes in urban position and scale. As demonstrated by comparisons, re-entry path planning for
robots was similar to DTSP. When a cleaning robot traverses the workspace over again, there is a
possibility for the omitting cells to be occupied by dynamic obstacles, which conforms to the dynamic
characteristics of DTSP. Optimization algorithms for static TSP include ant colony algorithm [19],
genetic algorithm [20], neural network algorithm [21] and particle swarm algorithm [22]. Evolutionary
algorithms simulating biological evolution of the nature could perform excellently in solving TSP
due to their generality and scalability. As revealed by the relevant studies [23–27], the Inver-Over
evolutionary algorithm is identified as the most efficient evolutionary algorithm for solving TSP. Huang
et al. [28] demonstrated that evolutionary algorithm is among the best algorithms to solve DTSP
through convex polygon cutting, flow shop scheduling and gem cutting. Zhou et al. [29] suggested an
Inver-Over DIOEA and proposed some standards to assess performances of DTSP algorithms. Li et
al. [30] raised an improved gene pool-based Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm. The gene pool stored
individuals’ information and the dynamic elastic operator was used to conduct local search. These two
methods significantly enhanced the efficiency of DTSP algorithm. Nevertheless, the aforementioned
studies were limited to DTSP resulting from changing urban positions. They failed to ascertain whether
their algorithms were effective for the re-entry path planning for cleaning robots where urban positions
were kept unchanged, but the quantity of cities varied.

In this paper, a local dynamic operator is presented. A re-entry path planning method based
on dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm is proposed to plan paths on a real-time basis while
the number of cells varies. In Section 2, the re-entry path planning is suggested to construct digital
models for DTSP and kinematic models for robots. In Section 3, a dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary
algorithm is put forward. In Section 4, the experimental results of re-entry path planning with dynamic
Inver-Over evolutionary algorithms are indicated. In Section 5, the conclusion is drawn and future
work is indicated.

2. Problem Description and Mathematical Models

After investigation into the cells that a cleaning robot missed cleaning after it independently
avoided obstacles during its work, re-entry path planning is proposed in this paper. As demonstrated
by comparisons, re-entry path planning is within the scope of dynamic travelling salesman problem.
The digital models for DTSP are constructed. The kinematic model is performed for differential-drive
cleaning robots.
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2.1. Problem Description

Problems arise with robots which automatically move for cleaning floors. Under dynamic
environment conditions, cleaning robots are required to execute the complete coverage path plan
within the designated area while avoiding obstacles automatically. As there are some dynamic obstacles,
it is inevitable for the robot to produce some uncleaned cells, as illustrated in Figure 1. The robot starts
cleaning on the rectangular map. It will automatically avoid obstacles and record corresponding cells
which have yet to be cleaned when it encounters pedestrians or other dynamic obstacles. At the end of
each travel across the map, a total of 14 cells are left uncleaned. Then, the robot has to track back and
clean the omitting cells. How to plan the shortest path so that the robot can traverse all omitting cells
is significant to backtracking.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of missing cells of cleaning robots. 

The omitting cells are either occupied or free. When cells are occupied, it suggests that there are 
dynamic obstacles inside the cells. If they are free, the robot is allowed to clean it. Robot sensors 
monitor the status of omitting cells on a real-time basis, while the number of free omitting cells keeps 
changing with the environment. To unify the optimization of backtracking combinations for 
cleaning robots, in this paper, the re-entry path planning with a view to plan the shortest path across 
all omitting cells during real-time planning under changing environment is proposed. 

Travelling salesman problem (TSP) is primarily aimed at determining the shortest path across 
all cities. In conventional TSP, the size of cities and distance between cities are fixed. In a variety of 
different practical combinations, the size of cities dynamically changes over time. Thus, DTSP is 
obtained. The re-entry path planning for cleaning robots is specific to DTSP, where the size of cities 
varies over time. 

2.2. Mathematical Models for DTSP 

The difference between DTSP and TSP lies in dynamic cost (distance) matrix, or distance 
matrix. It is expressed as follows: 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of missing cells of cleaning robots.

The omitting cells are either occupied or free. When cells are occupied, it suggests that there are
dynamic obstacles inside the cells. If they are free, the robot is allowed to clean it. Robot sensors
monitor the status of omitting cells on a real-time basis, while the number of free omitting cells keeps
changing with the environment. To unify the optimization of backtracking combinations for cleaning
robots, in this paper, the re-entry path planning with a view to plan the shortest path across all omitting
cells during real-time planning under changing environment is proposed.

Travelling salesman problem (TSP) is primarily aimed at determining the shortest path across
all cities. In conventional TSP, the size of cities and distance between cities are fixed. In a variety
of different practical combinations, the size of cities dynamically changes over time. Thus, DTSP is
obtained. The re-entry path planning for cleaning robots is specific to DTSP, where the size of cities
varies over time.

2.2. Mathematical Models for DTSP

The difference between DTSP and TSP lies in dynamic cost (distance) matrix, or distance matrix.
It is expressed as follows:

D(t) =
{
di j(t)

}
n(t)×n(t)

(1)

where, the dij(t) represents the distance between cities ci and cj, t is time. Where, the number of cities
n(t) and distance matrix vary over time. The DTSP aims to determine a minimum cost route across all
cities at any time point t.

The model for DTSP is written as follows:

min d(T(t)) =
n(t)∑
j=1

dT j,T j+1(t) (2)

where, T(t) is affiliated to the set {1, 2, . . . , n(t)}.
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In respect of the re-entry path planning method for cleaning robots, the omitting cells are urban
nodes of DTSP. The distance is static between omitting cells, whereas the number of free omitting cells
varies over time. Therefore, the re-entry path planning is identified as being within the scope of DTSP.

2.3. Kinematic Models for Cleaning Robots

At the bottom of cleaning robots, the wheels move with differential drive. As shown in Figure 2,
there are five turning wheels on the chassis, including two middle drive wheels mounted on the same
shaft and each of them can independently move forward or backward. The remained three wheels
are universal wheels to offer support to vehicle bodies, with no constraint imposed. It is necessary to
determine the relationships between speed of left/right wheels and travelling speed of robots. This part
derives and analyses the kinematic model of robots. It’s noteworthy that skid and slip phenomena in
cleaning robots steering process are considered negligible in the paper.
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To illustrate the position and attitude of robots under the practical work environment, the global
coordinate (XOY) and local coordinate (UVW) are created, respectively. The V represents the midpoint
between two drive wheels. The L indicates spacing between the two drive wheels. The linear velocity
of left and right wheels denotes VL an d VR respectively. The θ refers to course angle of robots. It is
assumed that coordinate of point V is (x, y) and the vector [x y θ] T composed of the coordinate is robot
attitude. In this case, it is calculated that:

.
x =

(VL+VR) cosθ
2

.
y =

(VL+VR) sinθ
2

.
θ = VR−VL

L

(3)
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Equation (3) is simplified as follows:


.
x
.
y
.
θ

 =


cosθ
2

cosθ
2

sinθ
2

sinθ
2

−
1
L

1
L


[

VL

VR

]
(4)

It is observed that linear velocity and angular velocity are respectively as follows at point V, and
the central position of the robot:

v =

√
.
x2

+
.
y2

=
VL + VR

2
(5)

ω =
.
θ =

VR −VL

L
(6)

Therefore, the forward speed of the robot can be obtained based on speed of left and right drive
wheels, and vice versa. After kinematic models are constructed for the robot, the robot is subjected to
control by sending information about speed of left and right wheels. The robot is capable of following
the predetermined speed and trajectory.

3. Re-Entry Path Planning for Robots Based on Dynamic Inver-Over Evolutionary Algorithm

A local dynamic operator is designed and integrated into the static TSP algorithm. Additionally,
a dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm for re-entry path planning is suggested. With favorable
dynamic performances, this algorithm is conducive to tracking environmental changes in real time.
As illustrated in Figure 4, the dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm follows the six steps
as follows:

Step 1: Initialize parameters of the dynamic algorithm; enter position and number of omitting
cells; set end time of the dynamic algorithm, population size (pop_size), inversion probability of
Inver-Over operator (k) and total number of iterations for the static algorithm.

Step 2: Integrate cell position and quantity into the Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm for
solutions, which are then saved.

Step 3: Decide if it has been the end time. If yes, the algorithm shall come to an end, or else jump
to Step 4.

Step 4: Determine if number of cells changes under the environment. If yes, skip to Step 6,
otherwise proceed to Step 5.

Step 5: Output the route for solving the static Inver-Over algorithm and skip to Step 3.

Step 6: Save changing information on cells under environment in the Darray; analyze data of
changing cells with the assistance of dynamic Occupy operator and output the new route; then, skip to
Step 3.
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3.1. Inver-Over Evolutionary Algorithm

In 1998, Tao proposed an evolutionary algorithm premised on the Inver-Over operator. It makes
gene sequence adaptively reverse at certain probability, exhibiting the features of both mutation
operators and crossover operators. The Inver-Over operators require fewer parameters than unary
operators. With predominant advantages in solving mass and computing speed, they are identified as
the most effective ways to solve TSP.

As indicated below, the steps in solving static TSP by Algorithm 1, especially Inver-Over operator,
are described more thoroughly. A city is chosen on a random basis at a low probability (k) for inversion
to increase population diversity. If rand() > k, a city (C) is selected at random in the male parent.
Subsequently, another male parent (S) is taken and the next city of C in S’ is designated to be C’. Then,
C and C’ in S are inverted. The original path with a new path is replaced if the new one obtained
from reversion is shorter than the original one, otherwise the original path shall continue to be used.
In this case, the Inver-Over operator is similar to crossover operator, which is because some cities of
the second individual appear in posterity.

The Inver-Over operator can be executed in a highly efficient way, as this operator is associated
with crossover and mutation. By continuously reversing gene segments, the operator is effective
in improving population diversity, expanding search fields and significantly increasing the rate of
convergence for algorithms.

Apparently, the properties possessed by the basic static TSP algorithm are extremely significant
to the properties of DTSP algorithms. The Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm is a fairly effective
static TSP algorithm. A local dynamic operator is proposed in this paper to make the Inver-Over
evolutionary algorithm dynamic.
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Algorithm 1 Inver-Over ()

Input: locations of cities
Output: static optimal route
1: random initialization of the population P
2: while not satisfied termination condition do
3: for each individual Si in P do
4: S’ = Si
5: select (randomly) a city C from S’
6: while TRUE do
7: if (rand () <= k)
8: select the city C’ from the remaining cities in S’
9: else
10: select (randomly) an individual from P
11: assign to C’ the ‘next’ city to the city C in the selected individual
12: end if
13: if the next or previous city of city C in S’ is C’
14: exit from repeat loop
15: inverse the section from the next city of city C to city C’ in S’
16: C = C’
17: end while
18: if length(S’) <= length(Si)
19: Si = S’
20: end for
21: end while

3.2. Dynamic Occupy Operator

Concerning re-entry path planning, omitting cells exist in two states. In order to monitor the state
changes, a local dynamic Occupy operator is introduced in the paper. When the omitting cell (C) is
blocked by dynamic obstacles, the Occupy operator has this cell blocked along the current path, and a
new path is planned.

As indicated below, the Occupy operator is conducive to conducting local search in Algorithm 2.
When its cleaning environment changes, the robot reacts promptly to identify similar cells in the
adjacent areas of blocked cells and make them inter-connected. Formula (7) is the neighborhood of
Cell C. In Formula (8), the information of changing cells is stored in the Darray. That is to say, input
variable of Algorithm 2 is stored:

{CL, CR} ∈ U(C, δ) (7)

Darray = Si − S′ (8)

Algorithm 2 Occupy ( )

Input: Darray
Output: S′

1: for each individual Si in P do
2: find the two neighbour cities CL and CR of C in Si
3: occupy C from Si and link CL and CR to form new route S’
4: replace Si by S′

5: end for

Figure 5 presents a simple instance that the Occupy operator solves problems of blocked cells.
An assumption is made that the Cell D is occupied on the path and the Occupy operator will locally
search adjacent cells of that cell to constitute a new path. To be specific, the path changes from
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A-B-C-D-E-F to A-B-C-E-F. This operator is highly effective in solving algorithms practically, as the
time for processing dynamic cells with this algorithm is fixed and the time complexity is O (1).Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 15 
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3.3. Dynamic Inver-Over Evolutionary Algorithm

Following integration, the Occupy operator is capable to convert the static Inver-Over evolutionary
algorithm for TSP into the dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm for the purpose of re-entry
path planning.

As shown in Algorithm 3, non-cleaned cells shall be coded in pseudocode of the dynamic
Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm, and the each population element is taken as the number of a
cell. For instance, the gene sequence saved by the individual Si containing information of 8 cells is
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8, which indicates that the robot will depart from Cell 1 to pass by cells 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and
8 in succession. In this paper, path length is taken to evaluate whether individual genes are good.
The individual genes are decomposed into a number of individual phenotypes. Then, individual path
length(Si) is calculated, so:

length(Si) =
n∑

j=1

d(n j, n j+1) (9)

d(n j, n j+1) =

√
(y j+1 − y j)

2 + (x j+1 − x j)
2 (10)

where n indicates the number of cells, while d(nj, nj+1) denotes the distance between Cells j and j + 1.
Individuals with higher length(Si) will be eliminated with algorithms.

Algorithm 3 Dynamic Inver-Over ()

Input: locations of cities and Darray
Output: dynamic optimal route
1: load the uncleaned cell locations and initialize the population P and t = 0
2: output the best route by Inver-Over(P(t))
3: while not arrive end time do
4: while Darray is not empty do
5: cell_occupy = Darray
6: Occupy(cell_occupy)
7: end while
8: output the best route in P(t)
9: end while

In Algorithm 3, Inver-Over operator plays significant roles. This operator primarily involves
two search processes, which are mutation and crossover operations. Each individual performs an
operation at probability k. After new solutions are determined, both types of operations are compared
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against each other in terms of their strengths and weaknesses, in order to preserve the best solutions.
For mutation operation, two cells are selected from a sequence on a random basis, and the content
between two cells is completely reversed, as illustrated in Figure 6a. As for crossover operations, a cell
is chosen from the current Individual 1, and a cell is selected from another Individual 2. Reversion will
be made unnecessary if the two cells are adjacent. On the contrary, the content between the two
cells will be completely reversed, as shown in Figure 6b. Both operations of the Inver-Over operator
are conducive to an effective convergence of the algorithm and ensuring the search for the global
optimal solution.
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Premised on the static Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm, a group of solutions appropriate for
the identification of the optimal path can be obtained. Despite this, this path remains not suited to
coping with environmental changes. Nevertheless, this problem is addressed by the dynamic Occupy
operator in Algorithm 3. When the cleaning robot works under the backtracking mode, the cells are
possibly occupied by dynamic obstacles. Under this circumstance, the overall number of cells will vary.
To find out about which cells are blocked, the location information of block cells is saved during the
robot’s work with the assistance of the Darray.

Besides, the data in the Darray are further processed by the Occupy operator. This operator
collects global information by making full use of static algorithm and avoids redundant operations
for algorithm to re-start. For changing cells of environment, it is prompt to determine a new path by
connecting and occupying adjacent cells. Therefore, it can be easily executed. While making response
in real time, it reduces occupation of computer resources and is capable to be put into industrial
practices with more ease. In combination with the kinematic model of robots introduced in Section 2.3,
the corresponding commands are issued to the motor in the real world. Then the robot will move
along the trajectory planned by the dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm.

In comparison to other evolutionary algorithms, the number of iterations is not taken as parameter
in the dynamic algorithm. Instead, the actual system time is involved as parameter of this algorithm,
largely because the environment rather than number of iterations changes over time in practice.

Dual independent hierarchical designs are introduced for the dynamic algorithm proposed in the
paper. To be specific, they operate independently for global static search and local dynamic search.
In case of any change to the state of a omitting cell, the dynamic Occupy operator will transform the
old individual into a new one. The static search will be further optimized by the Inver-Over operator.
If Darray remains void, the dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm will be degraded into static
TSP algorithm. The effectiveness of the algorithm in solving re-entry path planning problems is reliant
on the efficiency of the Inver-Over operator and high dynamic performance of the Occupy operator.

4. Experimental Simulations

4.1. Evaluation Indexes

The DTSP algorithm represents a solver for real-time approximate optimum path, which changes over
time. To assess whether or not the dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm is effective, this paper reckons
the errors between solutions of the dynamic algorithm and the static TSP algorithm as evaluation indexes.
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The formulas of absolute error ∆e and relative error e are expressed as follows:

∆e(t) = L(t) − L∗(t) (11)

e(t) =
L(t) − L∗(t)

L∗(t)
(12)

where, L*(t) represents the optimal path length determined by the static TSP algorithm which is
Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm. In this paper, the results obtained from the static TSP algorithm
are hypothesized to be optimum. L(t) indicates the optimum solution at t determined by the DTSP
algorithm which is dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm proposed in this paper.

In the experimental process, all tests are performed for a space of 200 s and the optimal path is
output every 1 s. Thus, the following results are obtained:

Maximum error:
∆emax = max

t=1,...,m
{∆e(t)} emax = max

t=1,...,m
{e(t)} (13)

Minimum error:
∆emin = min

t=1,...,m
{∆e(t)} emin = min

t=1,...,m
{e(t)} (14)

Mean error:

∆ea =
1
m

m∑
t=1

(∆e(t)) ea =
1
m

m∑
t=1

(e(t)) (15)

4.2. Experimental Setup

In this paper, 14 nodes are created at random within a 20 × 20 square to simulate cells which are
left uncleaned as cleaning robots avoid obstacles. To describe dynamic experimental environment,
probability (p) and frequency (f ) of environmental change are introduced in this paper. Where,
p represents the probability of environmental change at t, and f indicates the ratio of the number of
cells occupied at the time of environmental change to the overall number of cells.

When the probability of environmental change is relatively low, p value is lower, which suggests
that environment is not dynamic. On the contrary, it is highly dynamic. The frequency of environmental
change (f ) reflects the extent of environmental change. In this paper, p and f are set to be 0.5 and
0.4 respectively. During experimental operations, f is randomly set to be positive between 0 and
0.4, for the purpose of realizing environmental changes at varying degrees under experimental
environment. In doing so, a random dynamic work environment is created for cleaning robots.
Under this circumstance, each path is free to change, and it is not directly associated with original
environment at all.

Parameter selection for the static Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm could have a relatively
significant impact on the final error analysis. Under such a small-scale TSP environment, this paper set
the following parameters for static operations: total number of iterations = 1000; population size = 100;
reversion probability (k) of Inver-Over operator = 0.4. To a certain degree, setting a higher number of
iterations helps ensure that the static algorithm can determine the optimal path. The dynamic Inver-Over
evolutionary algorithm is identical to the static evolutionary algorithm in respect of parameters.
The distinction between these two algorithms lies in the fact that in the dynamic algorithm, system time
is treated as end condition, while p and f are integrated into this algorithm.

All experimental parameters are indicated in Table 1 and their definitions are the same as those
mentioned above. All the data involved in this paper were determined by programming through
MATLAB R2016a using the Intel i5-6300HQ processor of the personal computer with a memory of 8 G.
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Table 1. Experimental parameters.

Parameters Value

iterations 1000
pop_size 100

k 0.4
p 0.5
f 0.4
m 200

4.3. Analysis on Experimental Results

Figure 7 shows work environment of a cleaning robot. The red nodes denote non-cleaned cells,
which shall be traversed again by the robot. The two curves shown in Figure 8 present the optimal
path length determined at the time of sampling by the dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm
and the static algorithm respectively. As demonstrated in the figure, the results of both algorithms
are the same at certain time points. At these time points, no cell is found occupied, with the dynamic
algorithm degraded into the static algorithm.
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Figure 9 presents the optimal paths of both algorithms at 1 s, 75 s, 150 s and 200 s, respectively.
The red path represents the results obtained from the dynamic algorithm, while the blue path indicates
the results obtained from the static algorithm. At the time point (t) of 75 s, three cells are found
occupied by dynamic obstacles under the environment. In order to address this problem with the
dynamic algorithm, the globally planned old path is transformed into a new one by the Occupy
operator, while the static algorithm is to restart. Though the optimal solution can be obtained from the
static algorithm, it is time-consuming as compared to the dynamic algorithm.
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To illustrate the real-time performance of dynamic algorithm better, 10 sets of comparative
experiments are performed with one cell occupied by the dynamic obstacle in the paper. The dynamic
algorithm uses Occupy operator to calculate the results, while the static algorithm is to restart by
inputting the cell position. The running time of both algorithms is shown in Figure 10. The results in
Figure 10 indicate that the time required by the dynamic algorithm is far less than the static algorithm,
proving the superiority of the dynamic algorithm in time.
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In this paper, the results at the time of sampling were determined by the static Inver-Over
algorithm, and compared against the results obtained from the dynamic algorithm to analyze errors.
Figure 11 is the curve of relative errors, while Figure 12 is the curve of absolute errors. As shown
in Figure 12, relative error is below 7% in most cases. More detailed results are indicated in Table 2,
which indicates that the mean absolute error is 1.4574 and the mean relative error is merely 2.2%.
Considering that the environment remains unchanged under some circumstances, the data without
any error are discounted and deleted when the mean error is calculated. These results demonstrate
that the dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm proposed in this paper is conducive to monitoring
the best path under dynamic environment and making rapid responses. In addition, this algorithm is
validated to be effective on addressing the problems with re-entry path planning.
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Table 2. Errors between dynamic and static algorithms.

Error Value

∆emax 5.0552
∆emin 0
∆ea 1.4574
emax 0.0754
emin 0
∆ea 0.022
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5. Conclusions

A path planning method for cleaning robots based on the dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm
is proposed. A local dynamic operator is introduced and the static TSP algorithm is transformed into
the dynamic Inver-Over evolutionary algorithm. As demonstrated by the simulation results, the path
planning method is effective in tracking the optimal path under dynamic environment in real time. In the
future, the actual energy consumption of robots will be taken into consideration. A complete technical
scheme for planning robot paths shall be suggested in combination with the corresponding complete
coverage path planning.
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